Choosing your course/video Annoto Features & User Experience Preferences

The new Annoto version - Annoto Preferences - provides you the ability to customize and manage the features of Annoto.

Using the Annoto dashboard, users can now set desired features on all channel/course videos or just for specific videos, based on their use cases and activities, or just disable Annoto. Therefore, all Annoto settings are now managed through the Annoto Analytics dashboard rather than the Channel/Media Gallery.

What has changed?

Up until now, enabling/disabling Annoto in a channel was done via the “Channel Actions” menu in Kaltura:

By checking/unchcking “Enable in-video annotations and analytics for channel (Annoto)”:

There was no option to:

- Define which Annoto features are enabled
- Annoto could not be enabled per video; the behavior was that Annoto is enabled on all videos in the channel, and the user must disable Annoto manually on each video.
**With the new version:**

Enabling/disabling Annoto, as well as choosing your course/videos features and UX preferences is done in the Annoto Analytics dashboard* via the Annoto Preferences button, that looks like this:

Clicking on this button opens the preferences window, that includes two tabs: Features and User Experience:
Use the toggle to enable/disable your preferred features and UX or use the pre-made presets.

The new version also includes additional features and capabilities (click on “Options” in each feature to see the new added options).

*Accessing the Annoto Analytics Dashboard is done via the Channel Actions menu in Kaltura: